COLORS
• COLORS
32 Standard colors, carefully matched to market specifications.
• CUSTOM COLORS
Fluorescents, P-95,and other special colors are available.
• COLOR MATCHING
We offer color matching service for your new designs and ideas. Certain minimum quantity and
other requirements may apply depending on specific needs.

• CUSTOM COLOR MATCHING POLICY
1) Plastiglas de México will initially search in its color bank for identical or very close matches for
customer approval to avoid development costs.
2) If a satisfactory existing color is unavailable, we will reproduce the particular color. The color
development process requires approximately 3 to 4 weeks lead-time depending on our backlog.
To initiate the color development process the minimum volume required is 2,500 pounds (one
full pallet). For subsequent orders of the same item, the same color in the identical size and thickness will require minimum batch volume.
3) An extra cost to develop colors for potential orders will proceed in case Plastiglas de
Mexico does not receive the order.
4) If a special project calls for a minimum number of sheets, an overrun is possible.
5) Please refer to your current Custom Colors Price List.
6) Cancellation Policy: An approved matched custom color order cancellation is subject to a 100%
cancellation charge.
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COLORS
• STANDARD COLORS CHEMCAST®
For standard colors please consider the following categories and their minimums to order:

Standard colors: The minimum quantity per order must be of 25 sheets per clear & color / size /
thicknesses from 0.060" to 0.236". For thicknesses above 0.236" the minimum order is of standard
pallet quantities.
Standard color with minimum order: Please refer to chart “A” in the MINIMUM RUNS PER PRODUCT
Section.
Custom colors: Please refer to the following charts:
• FLUORESCENTS (INDOORS ONLY)
COLOR CODE
L-032 ORANGE
L-043 YELLOW
L-052 GREEN
L-089 BLUE
L-111 GREEN
L-116 RED

SHEET SIZE mm (in)

1220 X 2440 (48" X 96")
1295 X 2540 (51" X 100")
1525 x 2440 (60" x 96")

SHEET THICKNESS mm (in)
3.0 (0.118")
4.5 (0.177")
5.6 (0.220")
6.0 (0.236")
9.0 (0.354")
12.0 (0.472")

• PEARLESCENTS (INDOORS ONLY)

1220 X 1830 (48" X 72")

3.0 (0.118”)

1220 X 2440 (48" X96")

3.5 (0.177”)
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COLORS
• MATTE FINISH (P-95 & DP-95)
COLOR CODE

CLEAR
3030 GREEN EDGE
2447 WHITE
7328 WHITE
7508 WHITE
2025 BLACK

SHEET SIZE mm (in)

1220 X 1830(48" X72")
1220 X 2440 (48" X 96")
1295 X 2540(51" X 100")
1525 x 2440(60" x96")
1830 X 2440(72" X 96")

SHEET THICKNESS mm (in)
2.8 (0.110")
3.0 (0.118")
4.O (0.157")
4.5 (0.177")
5.0 (0.197")
5.6 (0.220")
6.0 (O 236")
8.0 (0315")
9.0 (0354")
10.0 (0.394")
120 (0. 472')
15.0 (0.590")
18.0 (0.708")
24.0 (0.944")

Upon request, all CHEMCAST® avai1ab1e co1ors can be developed in P-955 or DP-95
(minimumsmay apply)
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